PRODUCTIVE DOZING BEGINS
WITH A PRODUCTIVE OPERATOR
SAFETY-INFUSED
A confident operator is a
productive operator. So we’ve
infused the D11 with safety to
help operators feel safe and
confident on the job.
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D11 DOZER

DESIGNED FOR
COMFORT

PRODUCTIVITYENHANCED

Noise, vibration, stress and
fatigue all have an effect on
operator performance — so
we’ve designed an environment
that helps minimize them.

The operator environment in
the D11 is more than a cab;
it’s an integrated electronic
platform designed to maximize
productivity.

KEEP OPERATORS
SAFE, COMFORTABLE
AND IN CONTROL

UNPARALLELED OPERATOR
ENVIRONMENT
The operator station in the D11 is designed to reduce effort and
exposure. The suspended undercarriage absorbs impact and
reduces the shock loads transferred to the undercarriage by up
to 50 percent — resulting in a smoother, more comfortable ride.
The cab is unparalleled, with enhanced ergonomics, a fully
adjustable air suspension seat, and controls that are easy to
access and operate. Low-effort electronic steering, ripper and
dozer controls are easily accessible and provide sure, precise
maneuvering. The standard isolation-mounted cab reduces noise
and vibration, and conveniently located air circulation vents
evenly distribute airflow for maximum comfort.

INTUITIVE TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY
The operator’s primary display screen is large, fast and powerful,
with plenty of memory and an intuitive menu structure. The
multifunction touchscreen display is the operator’s gateway
to monitoring machine performance and a convenient way to
modify machine parameters to tailor performance to the current
task. The Work Monitor menu screen collects machine data and
provides real-time feedback on machine performance to optimize
productivity.

SAFETY
ENHANCEMENTS
++ Additional platforms,
rails and handles
++ Clean line of sight to front
and rear work areas
++ Optional 360° vision system
for a bird’s-eye view
++ Factory-installed fire
suppression system
++ Third-generation powered
ladder, which deploys and
stores in seconds
++ Cab door swing option
for easy ladder access
++ Various safety glass options
++ Automatic engine shutoff if
dozer is tipped or rolls over
++ Seat belt warning system
++ Operator Not Present
monitoring system
++ Cat MineStar™
Detect and Command
capabilities

D11 DOZER
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